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ABSTRACT
An overview of the surficial geology map compilation for the area surrounding Hall Peninsula is presented. Surficial geology
mapping of Hall Peninsula at the scale of 1:125k is completed for 1:250k mapsheets 25-I, P and O and 26-A and B. Mapsheet 26C
is currently in work (a preliminary version can be seen in this poster). Surficial geolory for mapsheet 25-J was mapped by Hodgson (2003).
Following the surficial geological compilation and field work on Hall Peninsula, a land cover mapping methodology is in development for infrastructure studies and surficial geology, using Landsat , Rapideye and Worldview images collected on Hall Peninsula and surrounding area. The bio-physical charateristics of the land cover classification units are mapped, following a methodology developed Western Hudson Bay area, and is adapted to the bouldery, hilly surface of Baffin Island. A supervised classification was undertaken on Landsat images, using training areas developed using field work, georeferenced photos taken from
aircrafts, RapidEye images and airphotos. Boulder concentration, presence of vegetation, gravel sources, roughness of the terrains, snow conditions and moisture level of the terrain are considered potentially useful informations. The mapping exercise
identified useful land covers terrains with distinct spectral signatures.
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Surficial geology map compilation for the area surrounding Hall Peninsula. The surficial geology mapping
of Hall Peninsula at the scale of 1:125k is completed for 1:250k mapsheets 25-I, P and O and 26-A and B.
Mapsheet 26C is currently in work (a preliminary version can be seen in this poster). Surficial geology for
mapsheet 25-J was mapped by Hodgson (2003). The maps are available for download on cngo.ca and
geoscan.nrcan.ca .
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Land cover classification units

a09 and 14

colour
dark pink
white
dark blue
grey
pale green
dark green
very dark green
pale blue
blue
yellow
dark yellow
orange
red

description
boulder ﬁelds, granitic; and bedrock, granitic
bouldery diamicton, tundra vegetation
bouldery diamicton
tundra vegetation, relatively dry; till or gravel mounds
tundra vegetation, semi-wet area
tundra vegetation, and variable boulder cover
tundra vegetation, wet area
water
water
bouldery ﬁelds and regolith (weathered metasedimentary rock)
regolith and boulder ﬁelds (weathered metasedimentary rock)
fresh sandy sediment
snow

description other units included

shadow on north-facing steep cliﬀs
shadow on north-facing steep cliﬀs
sand, exposed; lichen-free granitic rock
sand, exposed; lichen-free granitic rock
lichen-free granitic rock
glacier

Baffin Bay

lichen-free granitic rocks areas are indicated
by dashed white contours; occurs on colder, partly
snow- and ice- covered areas, often located at
higher altitudes (above 800 masl) and on the
Baﬃn Bay coastal area.
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Following the surficial geological compilation and field work on Hall Peninsula, a land cover mapping methodology is in development for infrastructure studies and surficial geology, using Landsat , Rapideye and Worldview images collected on Hall Peninsula
and surrounding area. The bio-physical charateristics of the land cover classification units are listed in the map legend (above). The
methodology follows the development in Western Bay area in Tremblay et al. (2015c) and Oldenborger et al. (2018), and in Olthof et
al.. (2009), and is adapted to the bouldery, hilly surface of Baffin Island. A preliminary supervised classification was undertaken on a
composite Landsat 7 image (with bands 543), using training areas developed using field work, georeferenced photos taken from aircrafts, RapidEye images and airphotos. Boulder concentration, presence of vegetation, gravel sources, roughness of the terrains,
snow conditions and moisture level of the terrain are considered potentially useful informations. Weathered metasedimentary rocks
also includes garnet-biotite granites. The preliminary mapping exercise identified useful land covers terrains with distinct spectral
signatures, and those are represented by the darkest colours on the map (for example semi-wet vegetation-covered areas are frequently associated with glaciolacustrine sediments). The methodology and results interpretation will be detailled in future publica-
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